
 

Make it Spin Challenge 
 

 

Overview 

Standards 
3-PS2-1; 3-PS2-2 
4-PS3-1 
W.3.2; 4.2; 5.2 

Time 
1 Day  30-45 minutes 

Materials 
1-2 Lux Blox STEAM Accelerator kits 
craft sticks 
paper & pencil 

Objective    

   Explore pushes and pulls and different ways to make objects spin. 

Directions 
 

 

Explore Circular Motion 
Time: 30-45 minutes 

Overview 

Students will build and observe the circular motion of an object. 

 Preparation 
● Find or make a pinwheel or other object with a circular motion. 
● Divide up an assortment of the Lux Blox materials for each pair or trio into bins, trays, or 

bags. Each will need one axle. Place the remaining materials in a central location. 
● Place students in groups of 2-3 based on class size and materials available. 

 

Teaching Ideas 
1. Show students a pinwheel or other object that exhibits circular motion. Then, prompt 

students to brainstorm with a partner other types of objects that also have circular 
motion.  

2. Elicit ideas from pairs and create a list to reference in the next lesson. 

3. Ask: What part or parts of the object’s structure helps it have a circular motion? (radial 
symmetry or the same structure around a central axis, having an axis or point) 

4. Discuss the concept of symmetry and why it is important for structures that spin.  

5. Optionally, you could also discuss types of symmetry that exist in nature (many animals 
have bilateral symmetry or a left side that mirrors the right side from head to toe) and 
what advantage it may give these organisms as well. (weight distribution, equal range of 
senses such as sight and hearing for bilaterally symmetrical animals) 

6. Say: With your group, you will design and build your own pinwheel. 



 

7. Monitor progress as students work. Ask students to identify the location of their central 
axis. 

8. After students have completed their builds, have them test and observe the effect of 
small and big pushes on the blades. 

9. Then, have students add several more pieces to just one side of their pinwheel and test 
and observe again. 

10. Ask: What did you notice about the spinning motion when you changed how big of a 
push you gave the blades? Why do you think that happened? (it spun faster and longer 
with a bigger push because it had more energy) 

11. Ask: What did you notice when you added more pieces to just one side? Why do you think 
that happened? (It didn’t move as many times around and got stuck with that part at the 
bottom. I think this happened because the weight was not balanced so the forces 
pushing on it were not balanced.) 

Wrap-Up 
● Instruct students to take apart their models and clean up their materials. Then, display a 

picture of a wind turbine and have each student write a short response to the prompt: 
Why do wind turbines have three equally spaced blades? 

 

 


